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s the financial service business migrates revenues,
in related disciplines like qualified plans, taxation,
profits and incentives towards the advisorestate planning, retirement planning, college funding,
consultant model, competition is increasing exponentrust services, etc. You will need to demonstrate to the
tially. The pace of product development is so rapid that
client that you are managing a process for their entire
maintaining an awareness of both market alternatives
portfolio. It is only through comprehensive investment
and your competitive edge has become a business in
process technology that the consultant can address the
itself. "Full service" investment consulting is evolving.
full range of values that the client deems important.
The performance bar is being raised not only by
Clearly, there is a positive correlation between the
advances in technology but also in the body of experivalue you add and the fee you charge. If your value is
ence among practitioners.
limited to enabling a client to
However, in the race to
participate in a mutual fund
. . . in the race to
consult and get "fee-based,"
wrap program for a small
consult and get
there is not much industry
portion of their assets,
discourse on what these servyou are not adding
"fee-based," there is perhaps
ices are actually worth or how
much value.
they should be priced.
Increasingly, you need to
not much industry
Pricing is a function of the
package and deliver your case
discourse on what
value the client perceives in
management approach in
the consultant's services. The
easily consumable and
these services are
consultant's power to
personalized form. To create
actually worth or
command fees is dependent
value and manage price, you
on a combination of his
how they should be will be challenged to become
ability to respond to the
a master in the significance of
priced
client's needs as well as the
each detail of your service
client's ability to comparisonplatform. Merely showing up
shop for alternatives in the marketplace. Institutions
for work will not do any longer. To succeed against
comparison-shop for consultants through a request for
competitors, particularly low cost competitors, you will
proposal. The fewer the alternatives available or the
need to appreciate the problem-solving power you
higher the consultant's level of investment counsel, the
possess for your consumer target market segments.
higher the prices can be set and the more resistant
This problem-solving skill will then need to be transconsultants can be to discounting.
lated into practical, real-dollar benefits that your
However, like it or not, growing and retaining your
prospect or client can use to make informed value deciasset base today means learning change. Becoming a
sions. In a very real way, you will need to guide them to
"full service" advisor means creating value regardless
an understanding of your worth. You must quantify the
of the financial services industry market segment they
broad range of values you address and manage in
represent. Merely selling a stand-alone managed
helping the clients achieve their goals and objectives.
account product is already becoming a less powerful
The good news is that your value as a diagnostician can
asset-gathering, fee-generating tool as evidenced by the
never be commoditized. As a starting point for pricing
maturing of the wrap fee business. It is not a question
your services, if you are a practitioner, your focus on
of what configuration of financial services the
pricing should begin with:
consultant offers, but a question of offering all of the
• Defining your value creation skills precisely within
financial services your client needs.
the context of your firm's program opportunities.
The focus on value creation is rapidly becoming
• Knowing your competitors, including low cost
linked not only to your ability to deliver comprehencompetitors.
sive portfolio solutions that cut across market condi• Being able to place a dollar value on the impact of
tions, product lines, accounts and depository institution
your work in relationship to the overall objectives of
but involves your on-going ability to manage all the
the client.
client's financial assets, whether private investor or
• Being able to translate the above into a fee proposal.
fiduciary. For example, if you service high net worth
• Learning − it's never too late to become more valuinvestors, you will need expertise or access to expertise
able to your clients.
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If you run a consulting program for an
organization, your pricing focus should be:
• Understanding your cost structure.
• Developing a value creation-marketing plan
for your managed account business.
• Incorporating flexibility and choice for
advisor and consumer.
• Installing information management and
monitoring systems to observe trends and
patterns for product development and continuing education input. 
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